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Key Points
◆◆ Unification of the Korean Peninsula
would remove the primary threat
that has animated the U.S.–Republic of Korea (ROK) alliance for over
60 years, but it need not require
termination of the alliance.

◆◆ An alliance between the United
States and a unified Korea would,
at a macro level, reinforce the international liberal democratic order. At
a micro level, it could help ensure
security on the Korean Peninsula
during the process of integrating
the North, assist in the defense of
Korea, and serve as a platform for
multilateral security cooperation.

◆◆ A future alliance should be a part
of planning for Korean unification
and should consider the purpose of
the alliance, its roles and missions,
coordinating structures, and presence (if any) of U.S. troops. It should
also include diplomatic efforts to
assure China, Russia, and Japan that
a future alliance would respect sovereignty and support stability.

◆◆ A reconfigured alliance should reflect greater equality between the
United States and a unified Korea
to ensure its political sustainability in both capitals. Planning for a
future alliance must not erode the
critical functions of deterrence that
the alliance performs today.
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Korean Unification and
the Future of the U.S.-ROK
Alliance
by David F. Helvey

S

ecurity alliances can take many forms. They can be bilateral or multilateral, symmetric or asymmetric, highly institutionalized or largely unstruc-

tured. Regardless of form, security alliances as instruments of statecraft,

at their most fundamental level, reflect a deliberate commitment among states
to aggregate resources in the pursuit of common interests. For over 60 years, the

U.S.–Republic of Korea (ROK) alliance has defended South Korea from external attack and, through the combined efforts of both countries, contributed to

peace and stability not only on the Korean Peninsula, but also in Northeast Asia,
across the Asia-Pacific, and beyond.

For an alliance to endure, it must adapt to changing circumstances. Such

changes may occur in the external security environment or in the domestic dynamics of the states themselves. The U.S.-ROK alliance has undergone signifi-

cant evolution from its Cold War origins as a narrowly focused, patron-client

relationship to today’s partnership, which is building a comprehensive strategic

alliance for the 21st century. The October 2015 U.S.-ROK Summit reaffirmed

the two countries’ commitment to strengthening the alliance, with President
Barack Obama remarking, “our alliance remains a linchpin of peace and secu-

rity—not just on the Korean Peninsula, but across the region.” For her part,

ROK President Park Geun-hye stated that the alliance was “stronger than ever”
and “moving beyond a security alliance and an economic alliance, and evolving
into a comprehensive global alliance.”1

The strength of the U.S.-ROK alliance and the confidence it brings have

enabled President Park to embark on an ambitious foreign policy, including

with China. It has also enabled a reenergized inter-Korean policy based on her
concept of “trustpolitik” and elevated Korean unification2 to the center of her

administration’s agenda—and of her legacy as South Korea’s president.3 More
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practically, President Park’s emphasis on Korean unifi-

ing consideration of a post-unification Korea.5 This vi-

younger generations in the South and to mobilize inter-

conversation. A sustained dialogue is needed on how the

cation is intended to boost waning interest among the
national support not only for the diplomacy necessary to

promote unification but also for the significant invest-

ments that ultimately will be required for reconstruction, reconciliation, and integration of the two Koreas.

Unification, however it may occur—from conflict,

sion represents only the beginning, not an end, of the

American and Korean people can continue their pursuit

of common interests by adapting the alliance to the challenges and opportunities in a post-unification security
environment.

This first section of this paper reviews the evolu-

collapse of the regime in the North, or peaceful negotia-

tion of the U.S.-ROK alliance during the Cold War and

will offer significant benefits to the Korean people, the

has adapted to changing conditions both on and off the

tion—will be an extraordinarily complex undertaking but
region, and the world. First, unification would address the
immediate human security issues such as poverty, poor

living conditions, and widespread human rights abuse

that define the existence of the Korean people living in

a sustained dialogue is needed on
how the American and Korean
people can continue their pursuit
of common interests by adapting
the alliance to the challenges and
opportunities in a post-unification
security environment
the North. Second, unification would contribute to an
enduring peace on the peninsula by removing a source

of potential regional conflict and set the conditions for
denuclearization. Third, as President Park noted in her
March 2014 Dresden speech, unification would unlock

the potential for the Korean people to focus more re-

post–Cold War periods and describes how the alliance
peninsula. The second section explores the prospects for

unification and its implications for the alliance. The third
section examines key factors and planning considerations
necessary to prepare the alliance for post-unification

roles and missions, including the need to ensure that

nothing done in planning for a post-unification alliance
undermines the critical functions of deterrence and response that the alliance performs today.

The Evolution of an Alliance
The U.S.-ROK alliance, forged on the battlefields

of the Korean War (1950–1953), has demonstrated a resiliency and adaptability that has served the interests of

both nations in securing peace and maintaining stability

on the Korean Peninsula and in Northeast Asia. A detailed history of the alliance is beyond the scope of this
paper.6 However, a short review of the historical contours

of the alliance—including several of its missteps—will

set a useful foundation for the discussion on structuring
the alliance for a post-unification future.

Cold War Origins. The U.S.-ROK alliance was cre-

sources on economic and social development and to make

ated in 1953 following the cessation of hostilities on the

development.

Republic of Korea against external aggression, the alli-

larger contributions to regional and global security and
4

By eliminating the central threat that has animated

the U.S.-ROK alliance, unification would also give rise
to questions about the future of the alliance itself, with

some perhaps calling for its dissolution. The 2009 Joint

Vision for the Alliance, reaffirmed in 2013 and again in
2015, charts a path for the future of the alliance, includ-

2
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Korean Peninsula. Explicitly focused on defending the

ance was part of the San Francisco system of bilateral
alliances in East Asia (the U.S.-Japan Security Treaty

[1951], U.S.-ROK Mutual Defense Treaty [1953], and

U.S.–Republic of China Mutual Defense Treaty [1954]),
commonly referred to as the hub-and-spokes system.7

Its purpose was to serve as a bulwark against communist
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expansion and to support U.S. policy objectives in Asia.8

attack, with U.S. ground forces serving as a “tripwire”

and Republic of China, the design of each alliance was

strain the South from engaging in adventurism.12

At the same time, particularly with respect to the ROK

informed by a U.S. desire to avoid entrapment by weaker

guaranteeing U.S. involvement; and as a means to re-

From the ROK perspective, the presence of U.S.

allies in unwanted wars. Such wars would not only risk

forces not only helped to deter North Korean aggres-

also, according to the prevailing “domino theory,” require

its defense. In this context, President Richard Nixon’s

9

distraction from the global strategy of containment but
prosecution by the United States for fear that losing one
conflict would precipitate a chain reaction of weakened
and demoralized friendly nations falling to communist
aggression or subversion.

Although both the United States and the Republic

of Korea were brought together by a shared interest in
opposing communism, each harbored fears and insecurities about the other. For the Republic of Korea, it was
10

the fear that the United States would abandon it. For the
United States, it was the fear that then-ROK President

Syngman Rhee would resume hostilities with North Korea, potentially leading to a wider conflict. This meant

sion but also symbolized Washington’s commitment to
call in July 1969 for Asian nations to be primarily re-

sponsible for their own defense (what came to be known

as the Nixon Doctrine) and subsequent announcement
of the withdrawal of 24,000 troops from the Korean

Peninsula heightened ROK fears of abandonment.13
Similarly, President Nixon’s pursuit of détente with the

Soviet Union, opening to China, and later withdrawal

from Vietnam fueled Seoul’s concerns about U.S. resolve

to defend it against North Korean aggression. Such concerns, in part, prompted Seoul to begin a nuclear weapons program, which was suspended in 1976 only after

significant U.S. pressure.14 South Korean fears of aban-

structuring the alliance to provide a security guarantee

donment were magnified by President Jimmy Carter’s

also meant maximizing U.S. influence by, among other

sula in response to the poor human rights conditions in

and assurance of the U.S. commitment to the South. It
things, ensuring that the U.S.-led United Nations Com-

mand, which had been granted operational command of

1977 call to withdraw all U.S. troops from the peninSouth Korea under then-President Park Chung-hee.

The basic structures of the U.S.-ROK alliance were

ROK forces in 1950, retained operational control (OP-

formed during the Cold War period. For example, in

tent was made explicit in language that accompanied its

an seizure of the USS Pueblo, the United States and ROK

CON) of ROK forces during the armistice. The U.S. inratification of the mutual defense treaty:

neither party is obligated . . . to come to the aid

of the other except in case of an external armed

attack against such party; nor shall anything in the
present Treaty be construed as requiring the United

Sates to give assistance to Korea except in the event
of an armed attack against territory which has been
recognized by the United States as lawfully brought
under the administrative control of the Republic of
Korea.11

Accordingly, the U.S.-ROK alliance took on three

basic functions: as part of a network of alliances to “ring
the Soviet threat in the Pacific”; to deter a North Korean
ndupress.ndu.edu

1968, in part to coordinate responses to the North Korecreated the Security Consultative Meeting (SCM) between the U.S. Secretary of Defense and ROK Minister

of Defense, which has since become an annual platform
for strategic-level consultations on the alliance. Similarly, the Military Committee was established to bring to-

gether the U.S. and ROK chairmen of the joint chiefs of

staff and other senior officers to coordinate implementation of guidance from the SCM. In 1978, the two sides

established the U.S.-ROK Combined Forces Command

(CFC) under a U.S. four-star general and ROK fourstar deputy with an integrated staff of U.S. and ROK

personnel. The CFC commander, who is also designated
as the commander of United Nations Command and

commander of U.S. Forces Korea, was given OPCON of
SF No. 291
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select ROK forces under armistice conditions and, sub-

Seoul’s regional influence and reduce its dependence on

capitals, OPCON of designated ROK forces in wartime

Moreover, the triumph of democracy in the ROK by

ject to national command authority decisions in both

Washington. 17

Each of these steps reduced the early asym-

1987 expanded the range of politically acceptable views

voice in and influence over alliance decisionmaking and,

macy, which produced the Joint Declaration on Recon-

as well.

15

metry between the allies by giving the ROK a greater
in acknowledgment of its increased capacities, more re-

sponsibility for its own defense—while at the same time

binding the United States more closely to the peninsula.
Enabled by the stability and security the alliance

provided, the Cold War period also saw the ROK economy begin to take off and the pro-democracy move-

ment in South Korea begin to take hold. In this context, the U.S. pattern of supporting authoritarian—albeit

staunchly anti-communist—leaders, such as Rhee, Park

there was no serious or sustained
effort to adapt the alliance to the
post–Cold War security environment
or to ensure its compatibility with
the political, economic, and social
transformations on the peninsula
Chung-hee, who seized power in a 1961 coup d’état, and

about the North. This energized the inter-Korean diplociliation, Non-aggression, Exchanges, and Cooperation
(December 13, 1991) and the Joint Declaration on De-

nuclearization of the Korean Peninsula (December 31,
1991). But continued North Korean nuclear develop-

ments in 1992 soon brought progress to a standstill. The
Sunshine Policy of the Kim Dae-jung administration

(1998–2002) reflected further changes in popular attitudes
toward Koreans in the North who, in the aftermath of the

catastrophic famines and economic collapse of the early
1990s, came to be seen as objects of sympathy in need of

assistance rather than a threat to be confronted or con-

tained. Likewise for the United States, the collapse of the

Soviet Union opened additional policy options for dealing
with the North and its emergent nuclear programs, ranging from unilateral pressure and confrontation to engagement, including direct bilateral talks, with Pyongyang.18

Scott Snyder describes the alliance during this pe-

riod as being on “auto-pilot”—continuing to function

with Cold War premises, structures, and patterns of
operation.19 With the exception of the 1994 transfer to

Chun Doo-hwan, who took control in a 1980 coup d’état,

the ROK of peacetime OPCON over all ROK forces,

mocracy movement, particularly among the so-called

liance to the post–Cold War security environment or to

produced profound anti-alliance leanings within the de386 generation, which would rise to political prominence
in the 1990s and early 2000s.

16

Post–Cold War Transitions. With the collapse of

the Soviet Union, the Cold War consensus that had sus-

tained the U.S.-ROK alliance began to fray. The decline

of bipolar confrontation created opportunities for U.S.
allies, including the ROK, to pursue “soft balancing” to
limit Washington’s ability to impose its preferences and

to increase their own diplomatic flexibility. For example,
ROK President Kim Young-sam (1993–1998) pro-

moted ROK participation in multilateral security structures, such as the ASEAN Regional Forum, to enhance

4
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there was no serious or sustained effort to adapt the al-

ensure its compatibility with the political, economic, and
social transformations on the peninsula. An initial effort
to evaluate the alliance in the context of a broader re-

gional strategy and posture review, termed the East Asia

Strategy Initiative (EASI), was launched in 1990 by the
George H.W. Bush administration. However, elements

of EASI related to U.S. posture on the Korean Peninsula,
including troop reductions, encountered early resistance

from Seoul and were ultimately shelved in 1992 as the

North Korean nuclear threat emerged. The institutional
inertia and growing divergences in threat perceptions

within the ROK body politic and between the ROK and
ndupress.ndu.edu

the United States that characterized this early post–Cold

A third challenge came in the form of widespread

War period persisted over the course of the decade, cre-

protests in South Korea over U.S. policy in the lead up to

and 2003 would generate the most significant crises in

to deploy the Zaytun Division to Iraq (2004–2008) and

ating the conditions in which a series of events in 2002
the alliance since its inception.

The first crisis emerged in June 2002 following the

tragic deaths of two Korean school girls in a highway
accident involving a U.S. military vehicle participating in

an exercise on the outskirts of Seoul. The “Highway 56

incident” sparked protests across South Korea that continued to build momentum into the fall, featuring the

burning of U.S. flags and an effigy of President George
W. Bush, calls for the removal of U.S. troops from South

Korea, and demands for the U.S. Soldiers involved in

the accident to face local prosecution. In keeping with
20

the provisions of the U.S.-ROK Status of Forces Agree-

ment, the United States refused to turn over the Sol21

diers, who were eventually acquitted by a U.S. military

tribunal. The incident caused a fissure in the alliance and

exposed a deep resentment over the local impacts of the

Operation Iraqi Freedom in 2003. Seoul eventually chose

supported coalition operations in Afghanistan by deploy-

ing a field hospital, a provincial reconstruction team, security forces, and financial assistance. However, the protests
exposed a rift in an alliance that had not adapted to post9/11 U.S. priorities, including that for “strategic flexibil-

ity,” or the use of U.S. military assets based on the Korean
Peninsula for off-peninsula contingencies, potentially in-

cluding those involving China. ROK fears of abandon-

ment became manifest in its opposition to the deployment
of U.S. troops from Korea to other contingencies that it

feared could erode deterrence of North Korea. At the
same time, reflecting South Korea’s desire for greater independence in its foreign policy and more influence within
the alliance, Seoul sought to avoid entrapment in regional
conflicts involving U.S. operations from the peninsula.

Building an Alliance for the 21st Century. The crises

U.S. military presence—particularly in an increasingly

of 2002 and 2003 prompted Seoul and Washington to

anger over the perceived injustice that allowed U.S. mili-

the alliance toward a more equal footing and a stron-

urbanized and congested Seoul metropolitan area—and

tary personnel to be on South Korean soil but beyond the
reach of South Korean law.

The second crisis erupted in fall 2002 following rev-

elations that North Korea had engaged in a covert uranium enrichment program in contravention of its obli-

gations under the 1994 Agreed Framework. Reflecting
the prevailing Sunshine Policy of ROK President Kim
and the similar Peace and Prosperity policy of his succes-

sor, Roh Moo-hyun, Seoul sought mediation and direct
engagement with Pyongyang in response to the revela-

tions, in contrast to the U.S. preference for a multilateral
framework for denuclearization. Similarly, the Roh administration saw establishment of a peace regime on the

peninsula as a step toward denuclearization rather than

a potential outcome from it. This divergence sparked
22

engage in a long-overdue evaluation that would move

ger political foundation. These changes were enabled by
a reemerging consensus in both capitals over the North

Korean threat. Both sides shared concerns about North
Korean nuclear and missile developments and, despite

an erosion in conventional military capabilities, North
Korea’s continued capacity for asymmetric attacks and

violent provocations such as the August 2015 landmine

incident in the Demilitarized Zone, the 2010 sinking of
the ROK navy vessel Cheonan, the shelling of Yeonpyeong Island, or the cyber attacks against South Korea

and Sony Pictures Entertainment in 2014.23 In addition,
at the highest levels in both the ROK and the United

States, a new consensus emerged on the value of the alliance as a strategic asset.

The transformation of the alliance began with the

criticism within the United States over the credibility of

2-year-long bilateral Future of the Alliance Talks. The

eration threat posed by the North.

about U.S. force posture on the peninsula, including

the ROK as an alliance partner in confronting the prolif-

ndupress.ndu.edu

talks revived some of the earlier EASI recommendations
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relocation of U.S. military units out of Seoul and areas

military strategy, and respects the necessity for

Land Partnership Plan), as well as an initial agreement

In the implementation of strategic flexibility, the

two sides also agreed to establish the Security Policy

involved in a regional conflict in Northeast Asia

north (that is, the Yongsan Relocation Program and the

strategic flexibility of the U.S. forces in the ROK.

in 2007 to transfer wartime OPCON to the ROK.24 The

U.S. respects the ROK position that it shall not be

Initiative under the SCM in 2004 to discuss future al-

against the will of the Korean people.26

perspective was captured in the Joint Statement released

These changes helped rebuild the relationship fol-

liance roles both on and off the peninsula. This broader
following the November 2005 summit between Presi-

lowing the crises of 2002 and signified progress in ad-

the “two leaders agreed that the alliance not only stands

realities, but did not produce a shared vision of the future

dents George W. Bush and Roh Moo-hyun, which noted

the Joint Vision put reunification of
the Korean Peninsula explicitly on
the alliance agenda for the first time,
with the declaration that “we aim to
build a better future for all people
on the Korean Peninsula, establishing
a durable peace on the Peninsula
and leading to peaceful reunification
on the principles of free democracy
and a market economy”
against threats, but also for the promotion of the common values of democracy, market economy, freedom, and

justing the alliance to new domestic and international
to guide further transformation of the alliance.

The 2008 election of President Lee Myung-bak re-

turned conservative leadership in Seoul, with Lee explic-

itly seeking to strengthen ties with the United States—
and with it the U.S.-ROK alliance—as a central element
of his foreign policy. During President Lee’s first visit to

the United States in April 2008, the two sides agreed to
transform the alliance into a “Strategic Alliance for the
21st Century” that would continue to ensure peace and

stability on the Korean Peninsula and in Northeast Asia

and that would also “contribute to global peace and secu-

rity.”27 The articulation of a “strategic alliance” reflected
the two sides’ desire to expand the alliance agenda beyond
security cooperation (although military and security co-

operation would remain at the core) to include coopera-

tion in the political, economic, social, and cultural spheres.
This broader framework for alliance cooperation was

human rights in Asia and beyond.”

carried forward into the Obama administration and ex-

gic Consultations for Allied Partnership (SCAP) between

which called upon the two sides to build a “comprehen-

25

The summit outcomes included creation of the Strate-

the U.S. Secretary of State and the ROK Foreign Minister,
which focused on North Korea and a range of regional and

global issues, such as counterterrorism, nonproliferation,
peace-keeping, and pandemic disease. Importantly, the inaugural meeting of the SCAP in January 2006 included a
bilateral understanding on the role of U.S. military forces
based in the ROK in regional contingencies:

The ROK, as an ally, fully understands the
rationale for the transformation of the U.S. global

6
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panded upon in the 2009 Joint Vision for the Alliance,
sive strategic alliance of bilateral, regional, and global scope

based on common values and mutual trust.”28 The state-

ment committed the two sides to strengthen and improve
the ability of the alliance to provide for combined defense

on the Korean Peninsula and to cooperate globally, reflecting enhanced ROK capabilities and ambitions as well as a

U.S. desire, in a more resource-constrained environment,
to partner with others in support of regional and global
stability. The areas marked for deeper alliance coopera-

tion included responses to terrorism, proliferation, piracy,
ndupress.ndu.edu

organized crime, poverty, climate change, infringement of

istration’s agenda.34 The priority that President Park at-

ease, as well as support for peace-keeping and postconflict

presidents have sought to cement their legacies by estab-

human rights, threats to energy security, and pandemic dis-

stabilization and development. Accordingly the United
29

States and ROK agreed in 2011 to establish the Korea-

U.S. Integrated Defense Dialogue to better coordinate and
synthesize alliance initiatives ranging from North Korean
threat assessments to base relocation and regional security

cooperation to extended deterrence and counterproliferation within a single, coherent framework. The Joint Vision
30

also put reunification of the Korean Peninsula explicitly on
the alliance agenda for the first time, with the declaration

taches to unification is not without precedent; all ROK

lishing a path to unification. However, she is the first to

frame the rationale for unification in terms of enabling
the Republic of Korea to realize its potential and high-

light the benefits of unification to the Korean people and

the world. Park’s urgency reflects increasing anxiety over
the unpredictability of the North Korean regime and the

persistent threat posed by its nuclear and missile developments and capacity for violent provocations.

At the same time, President Park is seeking to bol-

that “we aim to build a better future for all people on the

ster waning interest in unification among the younger

insula and leading to peaceful reunification on the prin-

South Korean Asan Institute for Policy Studies reveals,

Korean Peninsula, establishing a durable peace on the Penciples of free democracy and a market economy.” These
31

changes reflect shared aspirations and a mutual commit-

ment to pursue them, as well as a shared recognition of the

growing equality within the U.S.-ROK alliance consistent
with South Korea’s political evolution, economic develop-

generations in the South. As 2014 polling data from the

support for reunification among South Koreans in their
20s (the youngest cohort in the poll) was nearly 20 per-

centage points below that of South Koreans in their 60s
and older—a gap that had widened from the previous
years.35 Moreover, President Park seeks to mobilize inter-

ment, and military modernization.

national diplomatic, and particularly economic, support

ance development under the Park Geun-hye administra-

stakeholders China, Russia, Japan, and the United States

The 2009 Joint Vision has continued to guide alli-

tion. Its goals were reaffirmed in 2013 and again in 2015,
which included an agreement to extend U.S.-ROK partnership into “New Frontiers of Cooperation,” such as cyber, space, climate change, and global health. The 2015
32

summit also included a commitment to open high-level

for the unification process, recognizing the role that key
could play in setting the regional conditions for unifica-

tion and, along with the broader international commu-

nity, helping to underwrite the costs of reconstruction,
reconciliation, and integration of the two Koreas.36

Unification of the Korean Peninsula could occur in a

bilateral consultations “to create conditions conducive to

number of ways. First, North Korean leaders could real-

sides to assess pathways to unification and, potentially,

no hope of reunifying the peninsula on their terms, and

peaceful reunification,” creating a platform for the two
to conduct detailed planning for a post-unification fu-

ture. Such planning will be important for the alliance
33

to anticipate and adapt to changes in the domestic and
international security environments.

An Alliance Agenda
In January 2014, President Park Geun-hye used the

first press conference of her presidency to call for greater

emphasis on, and urgency in, planning for unification,
elevating Korean unification to the center of her adminndupress.ndu.edu

ize that their state model has failed and that they have

could seek to unify peacefully with South Korea following a negotiated “soft landing” scenario similar to the
unification of East and West Germany. Second, unifi-

cation could follow a conflict on the Korean Peninsula.
For example, one possible alliance goal in response to a
North Korean attack could be to repel the offensive and

seek regime change during the counteroffensive. Third,
unification could occur following instability in North
Korea and collapse of the regime in Pyongyang. This paper focuses on a collapse scenario.
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Effective alliance deterrence at the high end, com-

and southern borders, or perhaps in boats to the ROK,

ect and sustain the combat power necessary to mount

northward flows and might seek to establish camps on

bined with eroding North Korean capabilities to proj-

an offensive, render a North Korean aggression scenario,
while dangerous, relatively remote. Although peaceful

unification would be preferred and, indeed, is President
Park’s official policy and the alliance objective as de-

fined in the 2009 Joint Vision Statement, North Korea’s
nuclear developments and the international response to
them increasingly suggest a more likely outcome will be
unification by absorption following some sort of crisis on

the peninsula, such as regime fracture or perhaps conflict

erupting from uncontrolled escalation following provo-

China, or Japan. China and Russia would likely handle

the Korean side of the border, with the ROK handling
southward flows and coordinating what would likely be

a multilateral response to seaborne flows. A refugee crisis

could further complicate the third potential crisis in a

collapse scenario: loss of control over stockpiles of nuclear,
chemical, and biological materials and weapons vulnerable

to theft and smuggling out to the international black

market. Estimates suggest that North Korea today has
perhaps 10 to 16 nuclear weapons with the potential for
20 to 125 by 2020.38 Pyongyang is assessed to have a

cation. Moreover, even if Seoul and Pyongyang are able

longstanding chemical weapons program and a poten-

tion and replacing—or establishing—governance in the

controlling the flow of these materials—not to mention

to negotiate peaceful unification, the process of integraNorth would entail significant instability risks highlighting a need for plans and forces that are ready to per-

form similar missions as in a collapse scenario, if not on
a similar scale.

Collapse could produce four distinct but related types

of crises. First, a humanitarian crisis may result from the
37

tially robust biological warfare capability.39 Preventing or
the people and records—would require a massive undertaking to shut off possible transit routes, ports, and air-

fields; monitor and secure known facilities; and conduct
a detailed sweep of the country to discover and properly
control any facilities that remain as yet unknown.

Fourth, even in the most benign collapse scenario,

breakdown of central government control and the pub-

there would be the potential for active resistance and in-

a significant portion of North Korea’s 24 million people,

including the Korean People’s Army, which, by ROK

lic distribution system for food and medical supplies to
many of whom already suffer from malnourishment and

disease. Although economic reforms have led to a grow-

ing reliance on markets, implementation remains uneven.

surgency by elements of the North Korean population,
estimates, numbers 1.2 million in the active force and

some 7.7 million in the reserve, or almost 40 percent of
the North Korean population.40 These forces would need

An increasingly vibrant black market could offset failures

to be disarmed, demobilized, and properly reintegrated

of goods may be spotty and disrupted through poor infra-

dom reveals that the failure to rapidly disarm and secure

in markets or government allocation, but the availability
structure, inflation, and hoarding. Military assets would

be needed to provide humanitarian relief, including the
provision of supplies and medical services until those

functions could be transferred to civilian authorities, and

to protect critical infrastructure, lines of communication,
and relief convoys.

into society. The U.S. experience in Operation Iraqi Freeweapons from the Iraqi military after the fall of Saddam

Hussein fueled the insurgency that followed. In the Korea case, as in the Iraq case, the potential for resistance

and insurgency following collapse is path dependent but
requires advanced planning and resourcing.

In sum, in addition to planning for long-term politi-

The inability to meet food and physical security

cal, economic, and social integration, unification follow-

to a second crisis in the form of mass migration and refugee

stability operations, border control and maritime secu-

needs in an increasingly chaotic situation could give rise
flows as North Koreans attempt to flee to the northern

8
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ing crisis and regime collapse would require planning for

rity, weapons of mass destruction (WMD) elimination,
ndupress.ndu.edu

conventional disarmament, and countering any resis-

regime. One analyst has even suggested that the secu-

the bulk of the missions, the resourcing requirements,

concentrate its military forces opposite Taiwan.43

tance. Although the ROK armed forces could perform

which estimates suggest could range from 260,000 to

rity afforded by a North Korean buffer enables Beijing to
China officially supports Korean unification based

400,000 personnel under optimistic assumptions, might

on a process agreed to by both sides and independent

would likely rely on the U.S. military for certain aspects

the eve of President Park’s inauguration in December

quickly outstrip ROK capacities. Moreover, the ROK
41

of the WMD elimination mission, particularly securing

North Korean nuclear weapons and fissile materials—
in keeping with ROK obligations under the Nuclear

Non-Proliferation Treaty—as well as logistics and intel-

ligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance. In terms of the

from external powers. This position was reaffirmed on

2012: “China always supports the South and the North
to improve their relations through dialogue, promote

reconciliation and cooperation, and eventually achieve
the independent and peaceful unification of the Ko-

rean Peninsula.”44 In practice, China’s policy has been

broader implications of the unification process on the

to favor the status quo, or at best a gradual unification

titudes toward the alliance after unification would likely

Koreas into a neutral state. China’s preference for the

U.S.-ROK alliance, it is useful to note that ROK atbe influenced heavily by the extent to which the United
States commits its resources to achieve it and by the
timeliness of its contributions.

In addition to alliance planning for post-unification

stability, the United States and ROK must consider the

interests and perspectives of China, Russia, and Japan on
the issue of unification, both in terms of its outcomes and

the risks and costs of transition, and on the issue of the
alliance in a post-unification environment.

China. China’s overarching interests on the Korean

process that results in the transformation of the two
status quo in the short run indicates that Beijing fears

ROK attitudes toward the alliance
after unification would likely be
influenced heavily by the extent to
which the United States commits its
resources to achieve it and by the
timeliness of its contributions

Peninsula lie in maintaining stability and security along

its northeastern borders. In this context, China views
North Korea, with whom it has maintained a treaty-

the risks and costs of alternatives would be worse, lead-

separation between U.S. and allied forces on the penin-

prevent any attempt to achieve unification before ar-

based alliance since 1961, as a “buffer state” ensuring

sula and the Chinese mainland. The concept of a buffer
state has retained currency among many strategic think-

ers in Beijing even as China has drawn closer to Seoul,
particularly in terms of two-way trade and investment,
and more distant from Pyongyang due to North Korea’s
nuclear programs and destabilizing behavior. Despite
42

the damage to China’s interests from North Korean nu-

clear and missile developments—or perhaps put differ-

ing some analysts to suggest that Beijing might seek to

rangements could be made to ensure its interests are ad-

equately protected in a post-unification environment.45
Others have suggested that in absence of a U.S.-China

condominium (thus eliminating North Korea’s role as a

counterbalance) or actions by North Korea to directly
harm China’s “core interests,” Beijing will continue to

provide enough support to enable North Korea to survive as an independent state.46 In the event that China

ently, the international responses to the growing North

cannot prevent a collapse, it would likely seek to influ-

aid, energy supplies, and other assistance to prop up the

interest of security along its borders.

Korean threat—China has chosen to continue to provide
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ence the terms of unification to preserve its overarching
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China, in this context, might see value in Korean

see a Korea that shared Japan’s political values and eco-

security challenges and economic drain imposed on it by

Likewise, Japan would support a continuation of the

rean Peninsula as potentially helping the development of

the peninsula as a means to support regional stability

unification under the ROK as this would eliminate the
North Korea today. Beijing would also see a unified Ko-

its “rust belt” in Northeast China through greater regional economic integration. These potential benefits would

be balanced against the loss of the buffer that North Korea has historically provided and the potential for a uni-

fied Korea to rekindle territorial disputes over Goguryeo,
seen by Koreans as lost territory.

47

China would likely be suspicious of a unified, dem-

ocratic, economically successful and military capable
Korea and would seek to encourage a restructuring (if
not disestablishment) of the U.S.-ROK alliance and a
diminished (if not the complete removal) of U.S. troops

from the peninsula. Some Chinese analysts have asserted

that any U.S. military presence on the Korean Peninsula
following unification would be unacceptable, with others
suggesting that China would not oppose such a presence

if a unified Korea wanted it, provided that it was limited

nomic system as fundamentally advancing its interests.51

U.S.-ROK alliance and the presence of U.S. forces on
and limit the potential for a unified Korea to align with

China or act independently against Japanese regional
interests and influence. Indeed, Japan likely fears that

unification could usher in intensified anti-Japan Korean

nationalism and a deterioration of Korea-Japan relations, which could complicate resolution of the territo-

rial dispute over Liancourt Rocks, also known as Dokdo
(Korea)/Takeshima ( Japan). Tokyo would be particu-

larly concerned over the development or retention by a
unified Korea of offensive strike systems, such as long-

range ballistic and cruise missiles, or expanded naval ca-

pabilities in the absence of a U.S. presence, and might
seek to address these insecurities through countervailing

investments of its own, which could lead to a destabilizing arms race.

Russia. Russian interests on the Korean Peninsula

to the southern half of the peninsula (that is, below the

include averting another major war, preventing prolif-

the unification process to pressure the ROK to limit any

Moscow’s status as a regional player, and eventually the

38 parallel). Beijing is likely to use its leverage over
th

48

U.S. troop presence and the role of the post-unification
alliance in regional contingencies.49

Japan. Japan’s historical approach to Korean unifi-

cation has been “cautious, reactive, [and] adaptive to the

process.” It recognizes that unification could produce a
50

eration of nuclear and missile technology, maintaining

peaceful elimination of nuclear weapons.52 Despite these
interests, however, Moscow has relatively limited diplo-

matic and economic resources to influence dynamics on
the Korean Peninsula.

Moscow supports, in principle, Korean unification

powerful political and economic rival aligned with Beijing

based on a process agreed to by the two sides. Before

of history, including North Korea’s abduction of Japanese

the Russian press that “we unconditionally support the

or a close partner and ally, but because of unresolved issues

citizens during the 1970s and 1980s, and Japan’s colonization of Korea and use of Korean women (and others)
as “comfort women” (a euphemism for sex slaves) during

World War II, it has generally avoided actions to either

prevent or encourage unification in order to avoid accusa-

his November 2013 visit to Seoul, Vladimir Putin told
Koreans’ yearning for the unification of their nation. It is

a natural process. But I proceed from the certitude that

it must be absolutely peaceful and the interests of both
the northern and southern parts of the peninsula must
be taken into consideration.”53 Russia would likely see

tions of interference in Korean internal affairs. Neverthe-

primarily economic benefits through Korean unification,

Japan would support a unified, nonnuclear Korea

investment (for example, the Trans-Siberian Railway

less, Japan has preferences regarding the outcomes.

aligned with the United States and Japan and would

10
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particularly in terms of energy trade and infrastructure
and Trans-Korean Railway Link).
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However, Russia would also be concerned that a

well as by championing the establishment of an inclu-

under the ROK would produce a shift in the regional

alliance with the United States. Moreover, China should

North Korean collapse leading to sudden unification
balance of power, a concern that has grown following
Russia’s seizure of Crimea and the geopolitical divide
that has reemerged between Russia and the West. In
54

this context, Moscow would seek to avoid domination
of a unified Korean Peninsula by any great power and

likely oppose any outcome that increases U.S. influence
on the peninsula or a continuation of the U.S. presence

after unification. Furthermore, Moscow might be wary

that unification could diminish Sino-Russian align-

ment and give rise to greater suspicion or rivalry between Beijing and Moscow. As a cautionary note, Rus-

sia’s invasion of Georgia in 2008, aggression in Ukraine
in 2014, and launch of military operations in Syria in
2015 suggest that unification planning cannot rule out
the potential, however remote, for Russian intervention
to protect its interests.55

The obstacles and suspicions identified herein rein-

force preferences for the status quo among these stake-

holders—despite each having an official policy that supports Korean unification—and will need to be addressed
through a process of sustained diplomatic engagement in

sive regional security architecture, while maintaining its
be confident that a unified Korea would have significant

need for resources and technical assistance in managing
reconstruction in the North—and throughout the integration process—which would naturally provide Beijing

with considerable sources of influence. The extent to

which China chooses to use (or develop) such cooperative
tools to exercise its influence or chooses to rely on more

familiar competitive and coercive approaches would go a
long way in defining the nature of China’s relationship
with a unified Korea and the region.

a China that does not seek conflict
with the United States or its allies,
or to dominate the region, has no
reason to fear a U.S.-Korea alliance
or a U.S. military presence on
unified Korean Peninsula
In terms of Japan’s concerns, realizing historical rec-

both bilateral and multilateral constructs, ideally before

onciliation between Tokyo and Seoul prior to unification

concerns are not insurmountable.

a unified Korean Peninsula to turn sharply anti-Japanese.

a crisis unfolds. While challenging, the objections and
China will need to be convinced, for example, that a

unified Korea—and a restructured U.S.-Korea alliance—
would not pose a threat to its interests. A China that does

not seek conflict with the United States or its allies, or to
dominate the region, has no reason to fear a U.S.-Korea

alliance or a U.S. military presence on a unified Korean
Peninsula. Moreover, continuation of the U.S.-Korea

alliance would help maintain stability during and after

unification, help address a unified Korea’s security needs,
thereby limiting the potential for it to pursue nuclear

weapons of its own, and help manage Sino-Japanese competition, all of which would be of interest to Beijing. For

its part, a unified Korea might also assure China through

robust bilateral diplomatic and economic engagement as
ndupress.ndu.edu

could help limit the potential for Korean nationalism on
The December 28, 2015, announcement by Japan and the

ROK of an agreement regarding “comfort women” is a

good start.56 A continued U.S. military presence on the

peninsula could help to lessen Tokyo’s fears that a unified Korea would align with China; it could also limit the

potential for anti-alliance pressure to build in Japan as the
last U.S. military outpost in Asia. Maintaining engagement with Russia on Korean Peninsula futures will be

important to ensure that its interests will not be damaged

and to limit its potential to act as a spoiler in the process.

Building an Alliance Vision
Unification of the Korean Peninsula would bring

substantial benefit to the Korean people, especially those
SF No. 291
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living in the North, remove a source of potential regional

support Korea’s interests in protecting its fundamen-

to international security and development. Unification,

own security costs through burdensharing. It would

conflict, and enable a global Korea to contribute more

however, would also remove the principal threat that

has animated the U.S.-ROK alliance since its inception,
which leads to a natural question of whether an alliance
can survive in the absence of a clear threat.

Alliance literature suggests there are three key fac-

tors to consider: if there is an asymmetry of power between the two allies, if the allies share similar political
values, and if the relationship is highly institutionalized.

57

Moreover, there is value in retaining capabilities that an

alliance has already built as a hedge against uncertainty

in the future, particularly if such capabilities are adaptable to new circumstances and if the cost of maintaining

them is less than the cost to reacquire them. A contin58

ued U.S. alliance with a unified Korea based on the principles of democracy and a market economy, adapted to
the regional security environment of a post-unification
Korea, meets those criteria.

The prior question, however, is whether the parties

will choose to preserve the alliance in the first place. A

recent Center for a New American Security study pos-

tulates three alternative foreign policy orientations for a

tal political and economic system while reducing its
also serve as an “insurance policy” to secure unification,
maintain stability, and as described above, assist Korea
as it deals with a range of challenges through an extended unification process. The alliance would provide

Korea with leverage to deal with its neighbors, both as

a foundation for security and a hedge with respect to
the rise of China and Russia—and as a buffer in rising

Sino-Japanese competition—thereby enhancing its status as a “middle power.” It would also provide a platform
to mobilize resources to facilitate Korea’s participation

in the delivery of international public goods, such as

disaster relief, search and rescue, and maritime security.
As President Park has stated, the alliance, “which will
be upgraded through unification, will continue to evolve
into an alliance which stands for humanity.”61 Finally, an
alliance would be in keeping with the traditional basis

for Korea’s relationship with the United States in which
it has sought to align itself with “greater power that

would offer security but not be so close geographically
that it would threaten Korean sovereignty.”62

For the United States, retaining the alliance with

unified Korea: a continental, China-leaning approach;

a unified Korea would help ensure that a united Korea

focused and neutral. For its part, in the aftermath of

market economy, which is a strong U.S. interest. The alli-

a maritime, Western-oriented approach; or inward59

Korean unification, the United States may choose to

reduce its commitments on the peninsula in the face of
budgetary pressures at home and assume the role of off-

shore balancer in competition with a rising China. For
the purpose of this exercise, I assume that both Washington and Seoul would have the desire and intent to

maintain the alliance. There would be ample reason for
them to do so.

Support for the alliance in South Korea remains

remains free under a democratic political system and
ance would also play a role in helping to manage shifting

power dynamics with a rising China and advance U.S.
nuclear nonproliferation goals. By providing security to

the ROK, the United States could help ensure that Korea, as well as Japan, remain nuclear free. A post-unification alliance would also provide a second anchor, the

other being Japan, for a U.S. forward presence in Asia to
support regional stability and security.

Finally, both Washington and Seoul have already

high, with the most recent South Korean Asan Institute

taken steps to preserve the alliance well into a post-uni-

percent favorability rating, with 66 percent of those sur-

of building a “comprehensive strategic alliance” based on

polling data (from March 2014) returning an overall 93
veyed favoring keeping the alliance after unification.

60

Retaining the alliance with the United States would
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fication future. For example, the goal established in 2009

common values and shared interests is intended to define the terms of the alliance in ways that do not require
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a common enemy.63 The introduction of “New Frontiers”

more heavily on rotational forces. Likewise, U.S. force

cooperation beyond the immediate challenges posed by

Land Partnership Plan should continue66 not only to

for the alliance in 2015 is similarly intended to broaden
North Korea.64 However, the articulation of a vision rep-

resents only the start of the discussion; detailed planning
and preparation are required to operationalize it.

Four Principles in Considering a Post-Unification

Alliance. Any effort to define and operationalize a com-

prehensive strategic alliance needs to begin with a solid
grounding in common values and ideals and a clear sense

of shared interests between the United States and Korea.
Some common values include a shared commitment to

democracy, open societies, and free market economics; respect for human rights and the rule of law; and support

for peaceful resolution of disputes. Likewise, the United

States and Korea have a shared interest in preserving the

security of a unified Korea and its political and economic
systems, as well as an interest in maintaining regional

peace and stability, including free and open access to the
global commons in the maritime, air, space, and cyber domains, and in supporting international efforts to respond

realignment under the Yongsan Relocation Program and

ensure the long-term political sustainability of the U.S.
force presence but also to realize the flexibility in force
employment that such relocation provides. Strengthening

the U.S. Navy presence, including through forward (or
rotational) deployment of advanced surface combatants
such as the DDG-1000, would enhance deterrence while

providing a stronger platform for alliance contributions to

regional maritime security. Continued trilateral cooperation among the United States, Japan, and the ROK or the
United States, Australia, and the ROK would be useful

to build and sustain habits of cooperation, as well as to
better integrate the bilateral components of the alliance
relationships that the United States has with each into

efforts to plan for the alliance of the
future should avoid doing anything
that undermines deterrence today

to disasters and to combat terrorism, proliferation, organized crime, and infectious disease.

Second, do no harm. Efforts to plan for the alliance of

a larger multilateral construct reinforcing international

deterrence today. North Korea remains, in the words of

practice off-peninsula operations such as counterpiracy

the future should avoid doing anything that undermines
Secretary of Defense Ash Carter, “an up close, dangerous,
and continuing threat to the security of the Peninsula and

the region.” In this context, continued alliance invest65

ments in interoperable intelligence, surveillance, and re-

connaissance systems; air and missile defense capabilities;

rules, norms, and standards. In developing exercises to
or disaster relief, the alliance should avoid diluting or re-

purposing the critical combined forces exercises for the
defense of Korea, such as the annual Key Resolve/Foal
Eagle series or Ulchi Freedom Guardian.

Third, a future U.S.-Korea alliance should emphasize

and command, control, communications, and computers

the principle of respect for and protection of sovereignty.

and strengthen the foundation for combined, coalition-

assures other regional states, including China, that a uni-

enhance alliance readiness to “fight tonight,” if necessary,
style operations in the future. Continued rotation of U.S.
Army units up to and including brigade-level units to the
Korean Peninsula, similar to a practice long maintained
by the U.S. Air Force and U.S. Navy, not only would help

improve the readiness and flexibility of current forces

assigned to Korea, but also could create a pattern for a
future presence on a unified peninsula that might rely
ndupress.ndu.edu

This is important not only for the defense of Korea; it also

fied Korea would respect and maintain current territorial
boundaries. In addition, the principle of respect for sovereignty would signal that the alliance would not become

a platform for territorial expansion or an interventionist
foreign policy. This does not mean, however, the alliance

should not respond to regional aggression or coercion
that disrupts the regional order.
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Finally, leaders on both sides need to ensure that

similar to the soft balancing under the Kim Young-sam

tegic alliance is politically sustainable in both capitals.

Korea’s relations with Japan would also be a factor

the framework and function of a comprehensive stra-

administration.

This would require a foundation of equality and a mu-

and suggest that a united Korea could play a role in bal-

resourcing the military capabilities needed for security

this context, if effective multilateral security architectures

tual commitment to sharing the responsibilities and
on the peninsula, in the region, and across the globe.
In this context, the United States and Korea need to

“find—and articulate together—the linkages between
shared strategic goals and the operational manifestations of the alliance” and define action, particularly Ko-

rean participation in out-of-area operations, in terms

responding to common challenges as an alliance, rather

ancing Sino-Japanese rivalry for regional leadership. In
in Northeast Asia are developed (something that South

Korea has advocated in the past), they may enable Seoul

to accumulate and exercise influence through promoting
cooperation and confidence-building in the region, al-

though it would likely still seek alignment with a larger
power to ensure its sovereignty and security.

Second, what is the purpose of the alliance? Should it

than something done for the alliance. In addition, the

focus narrowly on the defense of Korea or have an out-

from being predominantly defense-focused to a broad-

cooperation? The answer will be shaped to a large degree

67

institutional mechanisms of the alliance should evolve

based, whole-of-government approach that reflects a
more comprehensive alliance agenda.

Four Questions to Guide Post-Unification Alliance

Planning. The following four questions may serve as useful reference points in planning for a post-unification
U.S.-Korea alliance.

First, what is the nature of the security environment,

and what role will a united Korea play within it? Korean
unification, however it comes about, could precipitate a

rise in tension and increased rivalry among the major regional stakeholders. As described above, a united Korea

in this environment might follow one of three basic orientations—continental and China-leaning, maritime and

oriented on the West, or neutral—or it might resist the
choice and pursue a more balanced approach incorporat-

ward orientation for regional stability and global security
by the answer to the first question regarding the nature

of the security environment and the role Korea plays in
regional power dynamics. At its most basic, the alliance

could assist Korea in preserving its sovereignty and defending against threats to its territory and serve as a hedge

against negative outcomes in the rise of China or Russia.
However, the alliance could also perform a more expansive function of enabling security cooperation in support

of shared interests consistent with the transformation of

the alliance into a fully equal partnership. The two roles

need not be mutually exclusive. A broadly defined alliance

agenda might also help ameliorate the security concerns of
Korea’s neighbors, including China and Russia, who may

be suspicious of a unified Korea’s ties to the United States.
Third, what structures and mechanisms are needed for

ing elements of all three. Although ROK values of de-

alliance coordination and cooperation? The U.S.-ROK alli-

in this scenario, suggest a preference for a maritime orien-

the CFC and SCM constructs, supported by a wide va-

mocracy and market economics, posited to carry through
tation, the nature of the U.S.-China relationship and the

power dynamics between them could be the most important external factor influencing Korea’s post-unification

foreign policy. Korea’s traditional role as a middle power

might lead it to attempt to calibrate relations with Beijing

and Washington to maximize its strategic independence,

14
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ance enjoys a high degree of institutionalization through

riety of bilateral dialogues and coordination mechanisms.
However, this structure would need to be modified postunification. Unification and the elimination of the North
Korea threat would certainly meet the conditions to com-

plete the transfer of wartime OPCON to the ROK (if
it had not already been transferred) and, eventually, the
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disestablishment of the United Nations Command and

this process, consideration would need to be given to the

unique character of having a CFC-like system for com-

well as the related arrangements concerning access, sta-

related structures. Would the alliance, however, retain its
bined operations for the defense of Korea—as is currently envisioned for the post-OPCON transfer “future
command structure”—or certain regional contingency

size, location, composition, and purpose of U.S. forces, as
tus of forces, and if applicable, deployments in support of
contingencies off the peninsula.

For example, would the alliance seek to maintain

responses? Or would it adopt a “supported/supporting”

a robust, long-term military presence of forward-based

porting forces under a unified Korea’s leadership? Apart

more expeditionary, air- and maritime-heavy presence

relationship in which the United States provides sup-

from the question of alliance command and control, there
might be value in retaining a platform for strategic dialogue and coordination at the ministerial level, such as

the SCM with its supporting Military Committee (albeit
reconfigured) and policy- and working-level venues to
perform day-to-day alliance management. A broader alli-

ance agenda would also place a premium on establishing

an interagency or whole-of-government dialogue, fusing
together defense, diplomacy, development, and trade/eco-

nomic agencies. In this context, institutionalizing “2+2”
meetings between the U.S. Secretaries of State and De-

fense and their Korean counterparts, with participation
by other agencies as necessary, would be an option.68

Fourth, what is the nature of the U.S. military presence?

Any U.S. presence on the Korean Peninsula following
unification would need to be aligned with the mission and

focus of whatever relationship is established between the

forces similar to the current construct—or perhaps a

similar to that which supports the U.S.-Japan alliance?
Or would the alliance shift to nonpermanent, rotational

given the role that China could play
in supporting (or not preventing)
unification, the United States and
ROK will need to balance China’s
concerns about a U.S. force presence
on a unified Korean Peninsula against
a united Korea’s sovereign decisions
in providing for its own defense
and how it wishes to position itself
relative to U.S.-China competition

countries. As noted, some military presence would likely

deployments with prepositioned equipment sets to en-

unification process as well as to assist a unified Korea in

responses similar to the emerging posture in support of

be required to support stability operations as part of the
maintaining external security as it focuses on reconstruction and integration. Beyond the immediate requirements

for stability, a U.S. military presence could be useful in
managing the shifting regional power dynamics that will
follow unification. However, given the role that China

could play in supporting (or not preventing) unification,
the United States and ROK will need to balance China’s

concerns about a U.S. force presence on a unified Korean
Peninsula against a united Korea’s sovereign decisions in

providing for its own defense and how it wishes to position itself relative to U.S.-China competition. As part of
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able training and exercises and, if necessary, contingency

the U.S.-Australia alliance featuring U.S. Marine Corps
unit rotations to Darwin and periodic U.S. Air Force

rotations to Tindal? Another model could feature an
even lighter footprint, with the alliance characterized

primarily by regular military-to-military relations and

security cooperation, contingency access, and periodic
exercises similar to arrangements under the U.S. alliance
with Thailand, where the United States was able to use
U-Tapao Air Base as a regional hub during the response
to the 2004 Indian Ocean earthquake and tsunami and
where the annual Cobra Gold exercise has evolved into a
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platform for building multinational cooperation and in-

common values and shared interests. This vision enables

tance and disaster response. Any of these arrangements

between the United States and a unified, global Korea in

teroperability with an emphasis on humanitarian assiswould involve a considerable restructuring of, and likely

reduction from, the current 28,500 U.S. forces assigned
to the Korean Peninsula.

Conclusion
For over 60 years, the U.S-ROK alliance has de-

fended South Korea against external attack and supported the shared interests of both allies in regional stability and, increasingly, global security. Over the course
of its history, the alliance has proved itself resilient and

as the lessons of the immediate
post–Cold War era show, if change is
unanticipated or adaptation delayed
such that inertia becomes confused
with progress, the alliance might
weaken and wither
able to adapt to changes in the external security environ-

ment and to the domestic political, economic, and social
changes within the United States and ROK, particularly
as South Korea emerged from the devastation of the Korean War to become the vibrant democracy and global

economic leader it is today. However, as the lessons of

the immediate post–Cold War era show, if change is unanticipated or adaptation delayed such that inertia be-

comes confused with progress, the alliance might weaken

the two sides to imagine a future of alliance cooperation
the absence of a clearly defined threat and in support of
a safer and more secure regional and international order.

Simply having the vision, however, is insufficient. To

endure, the alliance needs to be an integral part of the
detailed planning and preparation for Korean unifica-

tion. This vision also needs to be operationalized and put
into practice through exercises and contingency response

operations with the caveat that efforts to prepare for a
post-unification future must not detract from the deterrence that is required today. In this context, in addition

to adding planning for a post-unification alliance to the

agenda for high-level, bilateral consultations on unifica-

tion, the United States and ROK may also consider reenergizing the work called for by the 44th SCM in October

2012 to “initiate long-term strategic planning, including
a joint study on the long-term defense vision of the alli-

ance,” and include within it a discussion of the alliance
post-unification.69

A common vision for a post-unification alliance

could help guide both countries through the uncertainties of the unification process. Although the answers to

the questions about a unified Korea’s regional roles and
orientation are fundamentally political and will take

time to be debated and resolved, it would be a mistake
for either country to abandon the alliance or wait until
those questions are answered before analyzing the postunification options for the alliance and the pathways to
achieve them.

The U.S.-ROK alliance, and the stability and secu-

and wither. Unification of the Korean Peninsula and the

rity that it provides, has enabled the Korean people in

could precipitate an existential crisis in the alliance. But

social, and cultural achievements that give new meaning

elimination of the North Korean threat in this context
it does not have to.

In recent years, the United States and Republic of

Korea have taken steps to strengthen the alliance by re-

doubling efforts to counter the immediate threats posed
by North Korea and by setting an affirmative agenda for
security cooperation in the region and globally based on
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the South to realize the remarkable political, economic,
to the idea of “the Miracle on the Han River.” There is no
reason that an alliance between the United States and a

unified Korea—properly structured and supported—can-

not bring the same benefits to the Korean people across
the peninsula.
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